
Secure 
YourSelf! 



Hello!
Im Ryan Parker

Covering  various Security Tips 
and Tricks for home Security and 
Privacy 
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Why trust me

⬡ 4 years of Cyber Defence competitions
∙ 2 years of being a captain of a team

⬡ Degree in Infrastructure and Cyber Security
⬡ Resident of the dark web 
⬡ 8 years of small business security



 Two Types of Attacks
Mass attacks
- Everyone is a target
- Usually just one or two 

attacks
- Generally not too 

sophisticated 
- Usually a known issue
- Easy to deal with
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Targeted attacks
- You are the only target
- Employ numerous attack 

measures
- Sometimes known exploits, 

sometimes not. 
- Hard to deal with



Your home 
network
It's not as safe as you think! 



Your home router… it's not safe
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Why are consumer routers bad?

⬡ The cheapest possible hardware and software 
∙ Often not security tested

⬡ Remote management builtin
∙ Easily exploitable 

⬡ Often deployed with convenience features 
instead of security
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You are always under attack
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Login to your router

Get the credentials from the 
back of your router

Go to: http://192.168.1.1
in your web browser
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http://192.168.1.1


“Fixing” you consumer router
⬡ Disable Universal Plug and Play (UPnP)
⬡ Set the firewall security to maximum 

∙ Don't allow any open ports
⬡ Disable remote management on WAN

∙ SSH, Telnet, API, Web, etc
⬡ Disable Wireless Protected Setup
⬡ Change Its DNS server to 9.9.9.11 and 9.9.9.9
⬡ Update regularly 
⬡ Disable admin account 

∙ Or change the password at minimum 10



Remove unnecessary devices 

⬡ Internet of Things devices are a security 
nightmare
∙ Use an offline device if you can
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Get a new router
Ubiquiti:

- Unifi Dream Machine (Router, Firewall, Wifi) (Recommended)
- Edge router X (Router)

Netgate: 

- SG-1100 (Router)

Untangle

- Z4 (Router)

If you need wifi:

- Unifi AP AC LR (WiFi)
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Separate networks 

Separate networks for things
- IOT for Internet of things

- Printers, cameras, TV’s 
- Wifi for your guests
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Intrusion Prevention System

- Automatically detect an attack and 
block it before it happens
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Honeypot

⬡ Get and email if something tries to hack 
something on your network 
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Privacy
What does everyone know about you



You and Your data

⬡ Everything you do ads to your profile
∙ What you order, Where you go, Who you 

talk with, etc
⬡ Can be used against you

∙ “I see you like to speed on the highway… 
Let's raise your rates” Insurance companies 
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But why care

⬡ With you data, It becomes easy to get info 
about you

⬡ A leak from a company holding data 
⬡ Fake things about you 
⬡ Use info to get something in your name
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⬡ Has gotten incredibly good for everyone 
in the last few years
∙ “Smart” doorbells, chain store CCTV, 

billboards, Police body cameras
⬡ This data is sold everywhere
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Facial recognition 



It's already deployed
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uReVvICTrCM


Ever wanted to see Burt Reynolds as James Bond?
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=foqeQM-7PSg
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Minimize your exposure

⬡ Use a made up email, birthday, phone 
when possible

⬡ Minimize the photos of yourself online
⬡ Set social media to private \ Friends only
⬡ Wear shades, hats, stickers
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See what you look like online

FastPeopleSearch.com
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https://www.fastpeoplesearch.com/


Beacon tracking

⬡ Your phone emits beacons for Bluetooth 
and WiFi devices to connect to it
∙ But everyone can see these beacons

⬡ The beacon is unique, and can be used 
to uniquely identify you without your 
face
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Stores are already doing it 
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Ultrasonic beacons

⬡ Beacons emitted by advertisements to 
identify if your watching it
∙ Picked up by your smart speaker, 

phone, tablet, etc. 
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What can you do

Phone
- Be careful what you install, Apps often have 

much more permissions than they claim to have
- Disable bluetooth and WiFi
- Keep your phone up to date
- Get a new phone every 2 years 

- Maybe factory reset every year
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Breach Alerts

Have I Been Pwned.com
- Sign up for breach alerts

US CERT Mailing List
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/mailing-lists-and-feeds
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https://us-cert.cisa.gov/mailing-lists-and-feeds
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Thank you!


